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On April 28 in Washington, Central Bank president Ibrahim Eris told US Treasury Secretary David Mulford that the Brazilian government cannot provide guaranteed inflation reduction targets under current economic conditions. After stating that there will be no major changes in the government's economic policy, Eris said the priority objective continues to be inflation reduction. Economy Minister Zelia Cardoso de Mello reiterated Eris's statements, pointing out that establishing a 1% target is pointless, "because it isn't going to happen." According to daily newspaper Correio Braziliense, the officials' statements mean that including extremely low inflation targets in a future agreement with the International Monetary Fund to obtain a $1.5 billion loan is simply not viable, and thus will not be considered by the Brazilian government. (Basic data from Folha de Sao Paulo, Correio Braziliense, 04/29/91)
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